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An Introspection on Religion 

I have learned diverse concepts about religion since childhood. My religious upbringing 

has enabled me to discover more about God and find comfort in Him. My parents were firm 

believers, and they ensured that I attended all religious activities as a child (Freiberger, 2018). 

Older believers helped me appreciate the existence of God and the need to follow religious 

teachings. Therefore, I have developed a strong belief in God even though He is invisible with 

the bodily eyes. I am convinced God is a source of strength and assistance when I am in need.  

Religious celebrations that bring thousands of people together encourage and strengthen 

my faith. I feel overwhelmed when I see many people bowing their heads in respect of their 

creator. It helps me realize that God must be revered as He is everlasting. I have come to realize 

that all is vanity without God. We are all like flowers that appear beautiful today and dry out 

tomorrow (Fulton & Wood, 2018). As a human, I have nothing to be proud of because my life in 

this world is short. Since I am made up of flesh, I have no option other than to believe in my 

creator since I am mortal. As such, I need to improve my relationship with my creator to be 

forgiven and attain His grace. 

Obeying religious teachings has influenced me to become more responsible for my 

actions and respect everyone in society. I have learned the need to honor my parents and the 

elderly. I now see other people as servants of God who need my assistance. Unlike in the past, 

believing in God has encouraged me to be concerned with issues affecting others.  

Religion forms an integral part of my culture and relationship with God. It extends 

beyond what I believe in since it influences goals in my life. Religion provides guiding principles 

when making decisions. I have realized that religion is diverse; it is not limited to one belief or 

faith. Everyone has a religion. People who believe in the inexistence of a supernatural being, 
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such as atheists, are considered to have a religion (Cloete, 2019). I feel that culture can be 

expressed through religion. Religion justifies reasons for making certain decisions and behaving 

in a given manner in my life (Fulton & Wood, 2018). Having a supernatural being to trust offers 

satisfaction and guidance when handling trivial issues. Religion is my source of strength and 

comfort whenever I am faced with challenging issues that need immediate resolutions. It makes 

me remember that I was created with a purpose, and I must remain focused regardless of the 

situation I am facing. Therefore, I believe I cannot make it without my God, who strengthens and 

shows me the way. I must engage in activities that praise Him and are in line with His teachings.   

I have learned that religion entails a social-cultural system of beliefs, practices, 

behaviors, sanctified places, texts, worldviews, prophecies, organizations, and ethics. Religion 

influences my behaviors and perceptions by determining how I respond to issues affecting my 

life. Commitment to faith determines how I live, interpret situations, and behave. I am always 

determined to respect religious teachings by avoiding engaging in activities that can keep me 

away from God. He influences me to become more responsible for my actions and avoid 

behaving contrary to Bible teachings. The Bible guides my perception and attitude towards 

issues affecting my life. My worldview is mainly informed by religion.  
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